Cargurus bmw x5

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The wortst costumer
service I have ever experienced in my life. From the moment you walk into the door to the
moment you leave. The Sales Staff are professional, courteous and attentive to your needs. The
location is clean and modern. All employees practice safe Covid rules and social distancing,
and the available vehicles are in superb condition. The service at BMW of Honolulu was
excellent my 2nd BMW thru them , the price I walked away with was absolutely fair and the car
was even better and more equipped then I expected. Brought car to my house and I liked it but
they said they needed to inspect it before they could sell it. That was over a week ago and have
heard nothing back. Had problems at start as the set up an apointment and when I got there no
one knew nothing and car was not inspected. Wasted trip. Long story short, I ended up buying a
car from somewhere else. Apologies for being candid. It was more like they were doing me a
favor. Don't know what happened to genuine good old, American customer service! I suppose
we can blame the pandemic, and hide behind that smokescreen. Response was slow. Info
provided over the cell was inaccurate. Customer service was satisfactory, at best. Have had far
better response to queries from other dealers. Sales with a smile, was lamentably lacking. And,
that was after I had bought the car. We were well taken care of. There were several to choose
from and our Sales Rep. Everyone at the dealership was friendly, patient and helpful. We found
the car we wanted and determined which out the door coverage package was right for us. Great
shopping experience on two cars; Kimberly Takee and Mr Fitzgerald awesome, and very
professional personal, finance person very thoroughly explain every detail!! I made
arrangements to visit the dealership which was seamless and easy. Test drove the vehicle and
purchased it. Note: please look at all of the vehicle prior to purchase. Other then that great
experience! Right after I contacted them they responded right away. We set an appointment. I
told them I was per approved. No hassle. Got the car that I went there for. In and out in less then
two hours. Actual price is 5k higher than what they are advertising in Cargurus. One of the
worst to deal with when attempting to buy a car or even service no idea what happened but as
soon as my service agent left and there was a shake up it began to go downhill from that point
mid Contacted regarding this vehicle. Their responce was that they are not selling cars from CA
to NV residents at the moment. I then asked if they would talk a deposit or how long it would be
until they were? No responce from the sales person or the sales manager. Great dealer, Victor
was very professional and friendly, very quick response to my emails send me 3 quotes right
away after my request even he was very busy and short handed but he did a great job, Thank
you Victor and all team Peter pan BMW San Mateo, CA, me and my wife are very happy with our
new BMW- X1 best experience, great deal, will buy again from this dealer. Dealer was quick to
call, car was ready to be inspected and impressed by the appearance. Would recommend the
dealership. Salesperson was very helpful and responsive in reaching out and answering
questions by email as I wanted Sales manager very slow to respond to an offer I made on
Thursday night; did not get back to me until Monday; I was in disbelief They were very kind and
efficient. I was contacted multiple times even though things changed for me. I definitely
recommend them. Among the Range Rover-esque features found in the early versions of the X5
is the vehicles hill descent control. The other major influence in the building of the vehicle was
BMW's own, popular 5-series sedans. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized BMW Dealer. Request Information. Read more. Once upon a time, a large, utilitarian
BMW was a 5 Series station wagon and nothing more. Today, BMW sells eight high-roof models
in the U. The X5, first intro. Sport Activity Coupes, 4-door coupes and performance crossovers
might. Solid car, and lots of extras. Electronics system is very complete, a little time needs to be
invested to understand them and use easily. I bought the X5 50 which has stealth hot rod appeal
for those wanting that. I feel the vehicle is a good value, although I was hoping it had a few more
comfort features without having to spend more money to add them. Remote starting is one of
the features I hoped it had. I love the BMW brand. This is my second X5. The X5 is a SUV that
also drives like a sports car. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. Dealer was slow to respond and car of interest was sold before
receiving a response? Very vague about the cost of the car. Wanted me to come in before
discussing price. All I asked was what is the Out-the-door price? The wortst costumer service I

have ever experienced in my life. From the moment you walk into the door to the moment you
leave. The Sales Staff are professional, courteous and attentive to your needs. The location is
clean and modern. All employees practice safe Covid rules and social distancing, and the
available vehicles are in superb condition. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26 motor!
The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process and made
everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an amazing
selection on vehicles! A very honest dealer needed a car for my wife and she got great at a great
price!! The service at BMW of Honolulu was excellent my 2nd BMW thru them , the price I
walked away with was absolutely fair and the car was even better and more equipped then I
expected. Kept getting a text from someone named Jenna who must have told me 5 times that
someone would contact me and I never received a call. Not happy with the dealership at all.
Terrible sales tactics. I was told that my concerns would be passed onto a manager. I never
heard back from them. They were terrible they ran three inquiries on my credit report with out
my permission. I will never do business with them. I called three times to ask if they have the
car I wanted to look at. When I got there they made me wait an hour. Very unprofessional and
dishonest. Nicely renovated dealership, with good sales team. What a rip off. I would not
recommend this dealership. I guess that have to find some way to pay for the renovations. The
sales person I worked with had the car ready for me when I got there did a test drive the vehicle.
Afterwards sat down with a salesperson win over the facts and figures had all the information
needed. With definitely do business with this dealership! Jessica and her team did everything to
make sure I got the suv I wanted with a good interest rate. Asked the dealer if any dealer fee and
they answered no and even asked twice before making the journey to the site in the rain. I got a
lot of attitude just to make sure if this not part of the deal. And guess what as soon as I arrive,
dealer fees, which no one can explain. Waste of time. Asked asked a number of questions and
they never got back to me with the answers they just kept asking can they help us. It was a
great experience. Very nice, very professional. Would highly recommend them. All loose ends
resolved promptly and sale consummated. They were told that I'd be in to sign paperwork and
sold the vehicle else where the day before I could make it up there I'm from out of town. Horrible
experience do not even bother I warn you!! Never responded to 2 emails. Only responded after a
phone call and the truck sold 3 hrs prior to my appointment. When I question them no response.
Mark is super helpful. On phone and person. No pressure and willing to answer all questions
until satisfied. Good Experience. No pressure and straight forward. I was in and out of there
with the car I wanted in about an hour. I recommend these guys if your looking for a pre owned
BMW. Among the Range Rover-esque features found in the early versions of the X5 is the
vehicles hill descent control. The other major influence in the building of the vehicle was BMW's
own, popular 5-series sedans. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized BMW Dealer.
Read more. Once upon a time, a large, utilitarian BMW was a 5 Series station wagon and
nothing more. Today, BMW sells eight high-roof models in the U. The X5, first intro. Sport
Activity Coupes, 4-door coupes and performance crossovers might. Solid car, and lots of
extras. Electronics system is very complete, a little time needs to be invested to understand
them and use easily. I bought the X5 50 which has stealth hot rod appeal for those wanting that.
I feel the vehicle is a good value, although I was hoping it had a few more comfort features
without having to spend more money to add them. Remote starting is one of the features I
hoped it had. I love the BMW brand. This is my second X5. The X5 is a SUV that also drives like
a sports car. Why Use CarGurus? Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Made me drove all the way from PA to see the car. Made an appointment and
everything,just so they can tell me that the car had problems and that they were going to sell it
on auction. Terrible place stay away. They responded to my email quick and gave multiple
follow up calls. Visited this dealership because the price of the vehicle was very attractive. I
wanted to purchase the vehicle in cash for the advertised price and was told they couldn't sell it
to me at that price because I'm buying in cash. The price listed is only if I wanted to finance the
vehicle. Very dissatisfied. The salesman, Justin was extremely helpful and courteous. He
showed me 2 cars that were out if my budget range, but I was made aware of the price ahead of
time but decided to look at them. I didn't purchase either car but will say they definitely were

professional and not once was I pressured to buy from them. I recommend this dealership. Add
an additional 10k in fees to the listed price of the vehicle. Complete waste of time visiting this
place and they make it seem like they are giving you the best price Dealer was slow to respond
and car of interest was sold before receiving a response? The wortst costumer service I have
ever experienced in my life. From the moment you walk into the door to the moment you leave.
The Sales Staff are professional, courteous and attentive to your needs. The location is clean
and modern. All employees practice safe Covid rules and social distancing, and the available
vehicles are in superb condition. Very vague about the cost of the car. Wanted me to come in
before discussing price. All I asked was what is the Out-the-door price? I am extremely satisfied
with my visit to 26 motor! The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the
whole process and made everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance they have an amazing selection on vehicles! Kept getting a text from someone named Jenna
who must have told me 5 times that someone would contact me and I never received a call. Not
happy with the dealership at all. Terrible sales tactics. I was told that my concerns would be
passed onto a manager. I never heard back from them. They were terrible they ran three
inquiries on my credit report with out my permission. I will never do business with them. I called
three times to ask if they have the car I wanted to look at. When I got there they made me wait
an hour. Very unprofessional and dishonest. Jessica and her team did everything to make sure I
got the suv I wanted with a good interest rate. Asked the dealer if any dealer fee and they
answered no and even asked twice before making the journey to the site in the rain. I got a lot of
attitude just to make sure if this not part of the deal. And guess what as soon as I arrive, dealer
fees, which no one can explain. Waste of time. Asked asked a number of questions and they
never got back to me with the answers they just kept asking can they help us. Horrible
experience do not even bother I warn you!! Never responded to 2 emails. Only responded after a
phone call and the truck sold 3 hrs prior to my appointment. When I question them no response.
I thought they were misleading with their pricing. Then after I bought a car elsewhere they said
they could waive that fee. Met Nick who was a complete gentleman and helped me get the best
price. I was satisfied with the service. I would give them no stars if this app would let me. They
are very deceiving with the pricing they offer. They run a bait a switch with the pricing on the
cars. They also wont let you test drive the cars until you go through all of the financial
noncense first. A total waste of time. I will be test driving one of their vehicles this Saturday. So
far the dealership has answered every single email I have sent them. And in a timely manner. I
am very impressed so far with them. Yes the dealer respond very quickly. I did setup
appointment on next day. Of course before I decided to go I called and I ask the salesman if the
car had any accident. The answer was NO. If you are looking for good price but not the
condition of the car that's the right place. Definitely not for me. Good luck everybody. They
contacted me to let me know that the vehicle was gone. But I'm still checking their cite for other
options. Charging 8k on top of the price of the vehicule for dealer fees lol when I asked why,
they said did you check how are these cars in Bmw? What a joke!! The car that was on the lot
was not the car advertised in the picture same color different VIN. There was a significant
difference in the price of the car. I wasted my time and half my day. I accidentally called them.
They kept calling to try selling me even though I'd explained I'd just bought a car! Hi everyone.
They lied to me that car which I want is available. I spent more than hour to get there and after
15 minutes waiting they came up with stupid issue that both cars are not available. Excellent
treatment by staff, and amazing prices in comparison to other dealerships. Thank you Omar and
yoni for an amazing experience! Love my new car!! Terrible, staff took days to get back to me
about simple questions and were overall shady about the car I was interested in. Dishonest
dealerships give every car dealership a bad name. Had they been honest about the car I would
have been upset but for a different reason, this dealership is a scam. Overall experience was
good, Edwin helped me throughout the entire process and I am happy with my purchase. Thank
you. They have a wide selection of cars but be sure to examine closely. They wasted my time.
Told me the car was available and when I showed up, it was sold. Avoid this place!! Among the
Range Rover-esque features found in the early versions of the X5 is the vehicles hill descent
control. The other major influence in the building of the vehicle was BMW's own, popular
5-series sedans. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi

50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. BMW X5. Email me price drops and new listings for these
results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Read more. Once upon a time, a large, utilitarian BMW
was a 5 Series station wagon and nothing more. Today, BMW sells eight high-roof models in the
U. The X5, first intro. Sport Activity Coupes, 4-door coupes and performance crossovers might.
BMW of Bridgewater. BMW of Ramsey. Solid car, and lots of extras. Electronics system is very
complete, a little time needs to be invested to understand them and use easily. I bought the X5
50 which has stealth hot rod appeal for those wanting that. I feel the vehicle is a good value,
although I was hoping it had a few more comfort features without having to spend more money
to add them. Remote starting is one of the features I hoped it had. I love the BMW brand. This is
my second X5. The X5 is a SUV that also drives like a sports car. Why Use CarGurus?
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Dealer was slow to
respond and car of interest was sold before receiving a response? The wortst costumer service
I have ever experienced in my life. From the moment you walk into the door to the moment you
leave. The Sales Staff are professional, courteous and attentive to your needs. The location is
clean and modern. All employees practice safe Covid rules and social distancing, and the
available vehicles are in superb condition. I am extremely satisfied with my visit to 26 motor!
The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process and made
everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an amazing
selection on vehicles! The service at BMW of Honolulu was excellent my 2nd BMW thru them ,
the price I walked away with was absolutely fair and the car was even better and more equipped
then I expected. Kept getting a text from someone named Jenna who must have told me 5 times
that someone would contact me and I never received a call. Not happy with the dealership at all.
Terrible sales tactics. I was told that my concerns would be passed onto a manager. I never
heard back from them. They were terrible they ran three inquiries on my credit report with out
my permission. I will never do business with them. I called three times to ask if they have the
car I wanted to look at. When I got there they made me wait an hour. Very unprofessional and
dishonest. Nicely renovated dealership, with good sales team. What a rip off. I would not
recommend this dealership. I guess that have to find some way to pay for the renovations. The
sales person I worked with had the car ready for me when I got there did a test drive the vehicle.
Afterwards sat down with a salesperson win over the facts and figures had all the information
needed. With definitely do business with this dealership! Very vague about the cost of the car.
Wanted me to come in before discussing price. All I asked was what is the Out-the-door price?
Mark is super helpful. On phone and person. No pressure and willing to answer all questions
until satisfied. Good Experience. No pressure and straight forward. I was in and out of there
with the car I wanted in about an hour. I recommend these guys if your looking for a pre owned
BMW. Jessica and her team did everything to make sure I got the suv I wanted with a good
interest rate. Asked the dealer if any dealer fee and they answered no and even asked twice
before making the journey to the site in the rain. I got a lot of attitude just to make sure if this
not part of the deal. And guess what as soon as I arrive, dealer fees, which no one can explain.
Waste of time. Asked asked a number of questions and they never got back to me with the
answers they just kept asking can they help us. I wasted my time and half my day. I accidentally
called them. They kept calling to try selling me even though I'd explained I'd just bought a car!
They offered an insulting trade price. Salesman did not get back to me about the trade in. Never
called. Just email. They work with me well. Not shure if inspection was done? Had to replace
wiper blades before I drove home. Great salesmen covered everything. Hi everyone. They lied to
me that car which I want is available. I spent more than hour to get there and after 15 minutes
waiting they came up with stupid issue that both cars are not available. Excellent treatment by
staff, and amazing prices in comparison to other dealerships. Thank you Omar and yoni for an
amazing experience! Love my new car!! Terrible, staff took days to get back to me about simple
questions and were overall shady about the car I was interested in. Dishonest dealerships give
every car dealership a bad name. Had they been honest about the car I would have been upset
but for a different reason, this dealership is a scam. Apologies for being candid. It was more like
they were doing me a favor. Don't know what happened to genuine good old, American
customer service! I suppose we can blame the pandemic, and hide behind that smokescreen.
Response was slow. Info provided over the cell was inaccurate. Customer service was
satisfactory, at best. Have had far better response to queries from other dealers. Sales with a
smile, was lamentably lacking. And, that was after I had bought the car. Obviously, no 5,pound
crossover will perfectly mimic the experience of driving a sedan. It's simply too tall and too
heavy. But BMW has focused the X5 on this goal, making it a point of purpose since its
inception. And it has succeededâ€”so much so that the original was criticized for not being a
better off-road performer. Power is provided by two turbocharged engines: a classic 3. Both are
mated to the well-reviewed ZF 8-speed automatic, which operates flawlessly enough to make

you forget that dual-clutch automatics even exist. Notably, the most economical version of the
X5 still comes with an impressive safety suite, including adaptive cruise control, automatic
emergency braking with pedestrian detection, lane-departure warning, and blind-spot detection
with rear cross-traffic alert. The xLine design package will essentially give your X5
off-road-appropriate exterior trim, including unique wheels. The Convenience package, which is
trim-specific, is a good idea. Standalone options include a rear-seat entertainment system, an
upgraded stereo, night-vision capability, andâ€”curiouslyâ€”ventilated seats. The
buttery-smooth, turbocharged, inline 6-cylinder engine that powers every xDrive40i sounds
great and delivers consistent power. It's always there, especially if you keep the transmission in
Sport mode. And speaking of transmissions, the 8-speed, ZF-sourced automatic here does
everything right. This year, it benefits from new software, wider gear ratios, and new torsion
dampers for better efficiency and smoother changes. Even better, it actually delivers on the
EPA-estimated 20 mpg city, 26 highway, 22 combined. Three hundred thirty-five horsepower
and pound-feet of torque represent increases of 35 and 30, respectively. And though BMW
claims 60 mph will come in just 5. This is a fast vehicle, particularly considering it weighs more
than two tons. It combines steel and aluminum with carbon fiber for all the usual reasons: more
strength, less weight, and better performance. The big upgrade here is that it now has
adjustable airbags at all four corners of the suspension as opposed to just in the rear, as
before. This means the X5 can be raised up to 1. And if you want a sportier look and feelâ€”or
better aerodynamics on the highwayâ€”you can lower it nearly an entire inch all around. And
while the adjustable height is nice, I'm really impressed by the bump absorption. The X5
absolutely shocked me with how well it was able to deliver a smooth but still sporty ride,
especially running on inch run-flat tires. Things will only improve with the stock inch wheels,
and even more so if you ditch the run-flats. Things have changed inside the X5. Its classic,
understated design has been replaced by aggressive angles everywhere and dual Even the
entry-level Mercedes A-Class I tested previously felt nicer. I also had trouble getting
comfortable in the seats. I always felt I was sitting on top of the seat rather than in it, even with
the thigh supports extended. I wanted them to be a bit wider, with more aggressive bolstering
for the thighs. And with the upgraded leather upholstery and no ventilation, the seats were hot,
too. Space, however, was not an issue. There was plenty of room front and back, even with two
adults sitting tandem. The The available technology was my biggest disappointment with the
X5. It seemed like the car was fighting me everywhere I turned. The gesture control works
begrudgingly at best, the screens are customizable but not nearly as much as the competition,
and the voice controls are picky. It was shockingly imprecise when he tried using it. My main
frustration is with the steering wheel's controls, which seemed counterintuitive and took me the
longest to memorize. The Extended Traffic Jam Assistant, which keeps the car going through
stop-and-start traffic on its own, is just lovely. But at speed, things are different. Keep in mind, I
tested the X5 in California, on smooth roads with clear, visible lines and perfect weatherâ€¦ and
it still failed. The car wanders back and forth in the lane enough to make you seasick, it gets
fooled by shadows, and one time it even tried following the car in front of me as it changed
lanes. And if you try to give it a little input to mitigate all this overcorrection, it fights you pretty
aggressively. I just ended up turning it off after around miles of testing and struggling, because
at that point I was considering it a safety issue. The adaptive cruise is good enough for me.
There are other, fancier options you can add, like Parking Assistant Plus, for automatic parallel
parking that works a treat. Definitely check that one out. Take tech out of the equation, and
there's still some safety news to be had. The X5 is part of the first round of BMWs to get the new
brake-by-wire setup that is necessary for the semi-autonomous driving features. With the M
Sport brakes, you can expect to come to a stop from 60 mph in feet, which is a bit long
considering a Porsche Cayenne can do it in , and that number will only increase with the
standard brake setup and winter tires. Thankfully, there are some obvious ways to save some
moneyâ€”and the Driving Assistance Plus package is at the top of the list. Its engine and
transmissio
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n really set the X5 apart from the competition. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,

engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized BMW Dealer. An all-new BMW X5 means more room and improved power, but tech
that still lags the segment's best. Why Use CarGurus?

